World Heritage Site Assessment
1. Introduction
This assessment considers the potential impacts of the Scheme on the Dorset and
East Devon Coast World Heritage Site (WHS) (popularly known as the Jurassic
Coast). Specifically, this document assesses the potential impacts to the Outstanding
Universal Value (OUV) attributed to the WHS, including its setting, and the Scheme’s
compliance with the regulatory and policy context intended to protect and enhance the
WHS. The assessment also considers how any identified impacts will be mitigated or
how any identified impacts which cannot be mitigated are justified.

1.1 Scheme Overview
The overall Scheme plan is shown in Figure 1, which provides a brief summary of the
key features. A more descriptive list of the Scheme is in chapter 3 The Preferred
Option of the ES.
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Figure 1 Scheme Plan
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2. Study Area
The study area for this assessment is defined as the area of the WHS located within
the site boundary and the areas adjacent to the landward and seaward boundaries of
the WHS which comprise the immediate setting of the WHS. A buffer zone around the
WHS is not identified as areas immediately adjacent have been assessed to have
sufficiently robust protections (see further detail in section 5.2).
The landward boundary of the WHS is defined as:
•

On cliff coastline (i.e. to the east of the mouth of the River Otter), the boundary is
taken at the break in slope at the top of the most landward cliff-scarp;

•

On coastline with no cliffs (i.e. the beach and shingle bar to the west of the mouth
of the River Otter), the boundary is taken at the back of the beach. As the shingle
bar is contiguous with the beach, the landward boundary is therefore assumed to
be the toe of the landward (northern) slope of the shingle bar where it adjoins the
estuarine saltmarsh and mudflats.

The seaward boundary of the WHS is taken as the mean low water mark and,
opposite the mouth of the River Otter, extends seaward to include Otterton Ledge.
The WHS boundary in context of the Scheme is illustrated on Figure 2 in Section 5.2
below and in more detail in Figure 11.1 (Baseline Landscape Character, Sheet 1 of
3) of the ES (see Appendix H).

3. Regulatory and Policy Context
3.1 Regulatory Context
UNESCO and the World Heritage Convention
UNESCO was established in 1945 with the aim of contributing to world peace and
security. One of UNESCO’s roles is with respect to the protection of natural and
cultural heritage and to ensure that the conservation of sites and monuments
contributes to social cohesion.
To ensure, as far as possible, the proper identification, protection, conservation and
presentation of the world's heritage, the Member States of UNESCO adopted the
World Heritage Convention in 1972. The Convention sets out the duties of State
Parties in identifying potential cultural and natural sites and their role in protecting and
preserving them. By signing the Convention, each country pledges to conserve not
only the World Heritage sites situated on its territory, but also to protect its national
heritage. The Convention obligates State Parties to report regularly to the World
Heritage Committee on the state of conservation of the World Heritage properties.
To be included on the World Heritage List, sites must be of OUV and meet at least
one out of ten selection criteria. OUV means a “cultural and/or natural significance
which is so exceptional as to transcend national boundaries and to be of common
importance for present and future generations of all humanity” [Operational Guidelines
for the World Heritage Convention 2008 para 49].
To be deemed of OUV, a property must also meet the conditions of integrity and/or
authenticity and must have an adequate protection and management system to ensure
its safeguarding.
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Although the World Heritage Convention has been ratified by the UK Government, the
designation is not yet recognised in statute. The Site is protected by existing UK
planning and conservation laws and by specific planning guidance on World Heritage
Sites.
Dorset and East Devon Coast World Heritage Site Management Plan 2014-2019
Those responsible for managing WHSs have a “common obligation” to ensure that
they are protected for present and future generations, not just through legal means,
but through responsible, inclusive, sustainable management practices. This obligation
is primarily delivered by an appropriate, agreed management framework which is set
out, in the case of the WHS, by the above Management Plan. This document is the
third revision of the Management Plan first submitted to UNESCO for scrutiny in 1999
as part of Dorset and East Devon Coast’s nomination for World Heritage Site listing.
It is a formal requirement of both UNESCO and the UK Government for managing a
World Heritage Site. It is a public document which outlines aims and policies for
managing the Site over the coming years and indicates a range of activities for
achieving them. It also explains the reasons for designation and how it is protected
and managed.
The Jurassic Coast Trust is the body with the delegated authority for the day to day
management of the Site and its World Heritage Status. The Jurassic Coast’s
stakeholder body is the Partnership Advisory Committee (PAC), which is a designated
committee of the Jurassic Coast Trust. The PAC comprises of representatives from
key organisations, as well as advisors from specialist areas. The WHS Management
Plan is referred to in further detail in Section 4 of this report. NB: the current
management plan is due to be replaced by a new Partnership Plan in Spring 2020.

3.2 Policy Context
National Planning Policy Framework (2018)
The revised NPPF (2018) and the supporting National Planning Policy Guidance
(NPPG), provide the key protection for the WHS within the planning system. The NPPF
emphasises that the presumption in favour of sustainable development should apply
“unless the application of policies in this Framework that protect areas or assets of
particular importance provides a clear reason for restricting [with regard to planmaking] [or] refusing [with regard to decision-taking] development”. The policies
referred to include “designated heritage assets” that are deemed to include World
Heritage Sites.
Detail in respect of the protection of heritage assets can be seen throughout the NPPF.
Notably, paragraph 184 states “Heritage assets range from sites and buildings of local
historic value to those of the highest significance, such as World Heritage Sites which
are internationally recognised to be of Outstanding Universal Value. These assets are
an irreplaceable resource, and should be conserved in a manner appropriate to their
significance, so that they can be enjoyed for their contribution to the quality of life of
existing and future generations”.
Paragraph 193 states “When considering the impact of a proposed development on
the significance of a designated heritage asset, great weight should be given to the
asset’s conservation (and the more important the asset, the greater the weight should
be). This is irrespective of whether any potential harm amounts to substantial harm,
total loss or less than substantial harm to its significance”.
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Paragraph 194 states “Any harm to, or loss of, the significance of a designated
heritage asset (from its alteration or destruction, or from development within its
setting), should require clear and convincing justification. Substantial harm to or loss
of: b) assets of the highest significance, notably scheduled monuments, protected
wreck sites, registered battlefields, grade I and II* listed buildings, grade I and II*
registered parks and gardens, and World Heritage Sites, should be wholly
exceptional”.
In support of the NPPF, the NPPG sets out accompanying guidance. This includes
guidance for the development of Local Plan policies as follows:
“When developing Local Plan policies to protect and enhance World Heritage Sites
and their Outstanding Universal Value, local planning authorities, should aim to satisfy
the following principles.
•

protecting the World Heritage Site and its setting, including any buffer zone, from
inappropriate development;

•

striking a balance between the needs of conservation, biodiversity, access, the
interests of the local community, the public benefits of a development and the
sustainable economic use of the World Heritage Site in its setting, including any
buffer zone;

•

protecting a World Heritage Site from the effect of changes which are relatively
minor but which, on a cumulative basis, could have a significant effect;

•

enhancing the World Heritage Site and its setting where appropriate and possible
through positive management;

•

protecting the World Heritage Site from climate change but ensuring that mitigation
and adaptation is not at the expense of integrity or authenticity. Planning
authorities need to take these principles and the resultant policies into account
when making decisions.”

East Devon Local Plan (2013 to 2031)
The East Devon Local Plan (adopted 28 January 2016) references the WHS in several
respects.
Regarding ‘Coastal Areas of East Devon’ (Section 18.19) it states:
East Devon’s exceptional coastline forms part of a WHS and is mostly undeveloped.
Parts of the coast are eroding and, in some cases, this impacts on people’s livelihood
and homes, the natural environment and heritage assets. We will:
a) Discourage inappropriate development in undeveloped coastal areas if it would
have adverse landscape and environmental impacts unless there are no alternatives
available, (such as with established holiday parks) and development is essential.
b) Support proposals for coastal change management where erosion could impact on
people's livelihoods and homes where this aligns with the most up-to-date Shoreline
Management Plan or prevailing coastal strategy and is environmentally acceptable
and financially and technically feasible.
Regarding ‘The Coastal Zone and Landscape (Sections 18.20 to 18.23) it states:
Although the Dorset and East Devon Coast World Heritage Site (Jurassic Coast) site
status is justified on account of geological importance, UNESCO did note its landscape
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importance and the East Devon part of the site (for nearly all of its length) also lies in
the East Devon AONB. Much of the East Devon coastline is undeveloped and the
Local Plan shows a Coastal Preservation Area. We intend to rely on existing evidence
and investment programmes for the Shoreline Coastal Zone to manage this precious
resource properly. Further investigation and assessments of the Coastal Zone for very
specific areas may be undertaken should the need arise.
Circular 07/2009 on the protection of WHS advises that appropriate policies for the
protection and sustainable use of WHSs including enhancement where appropriate,
which supplement international and national policy and take account of the specific
regional or local circumstances of a particular WHS, should be included in plans.
Further, that such policies should apply both to the site itself and, as appropriate, to
its setting, including any buffer zone or equivalent. The WHS Management Plan does
not define a buffer zone for the site as the wider surrounding area is already afforded
strong protection through existing systems of protective designation, in particular the
Sites of Special Scientific Interest (SSSI), AONB and the Coastal Preservation Area
(CPA).
English Heritage guidance on the protection and management of World Heritage Sites
and paragraph 10 of CLG Circular 07/2009 advises that it is essential that appropriate
policies enabling control of development in the setting of each World Heritage Site,
including any buffer zone, in order to protect its Outstanding Universal Value, including
authenticity and integrity, are included in plans.
Regarding ‘Shoreline Management Plans and Coastal Erosion and Defence’ (Sections
18.25) it states:
The Dorset and East Devon Coast World Heritage Site - Site Management Plan
highlights the fact that coastal erosion is part of the natural process and part of what
helps define and justify the status of the coast. A key aim of the WHS Management
Plan is ‘protecting the outstanding universal value of the WHS by allowing natural
processes to continue’. This East Devon Local Plan seeks to balance this aim with the
social and economic needs of our coastal communities.
Local Plan policies relating to the WHS are listed in Table 1 below.

Table 1 – Summary of relevant Local Plan policies
Policy Ref

Policy Text

East Devon Local Plan 2013-2031
Strategy 44 –
Undeveloped
Coast and
Coastal
Preservation
Area

Land around the coast and estuaries of East Devon, as identified
on the Proposals Map, is designated as a Coastal Preservation
Area. Development or any change of use will not be allowed if it
would damage the undeveloped/open status of the designated
area or where visually connected to any adjoining areas. The
coastal Preservation Area is defined on the basis of visual
openness and views to and from the sea.
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Strategy 45 –
Coastal
Erosion

The Council will promote proposals for sustainable coastal change
management such as improvements to coastal defences or
managed realignment, where compatible with the most up-to-date
Shoreline Management Plan or prevailing coastal strategy or plan
and provided they would not have an unacceptable adverse
economic, social or environmental impact, including an
unacceptable detrimental visual impact on a protected landscape.
To protect the integrity and outstanding universal value of the
Dorset and East Devon World Heritage Site the natural processes
that created it will be allowed to continue, unless the safety and
economic well being of any coastal community would be
undermined, provided that the implications of this for the World
Heritage Site have been fully considered. Where there is a conflict
between allowing coastal erosion and protecting coastal
communities from that erosion both interests will be recognised
and wherever possible impacts will be mitigated where they arise.

Strategy 47 –
Nature
Conservation
and Geology

All development proposals will need to:
1. Conserve the biodiversity and geodiversity value of land and
buildings and minimise fragmentation of habitats.
2. Maximise opportunities for restoration, enhancement and
connection of natural habitats.
3. Incorporate beneficial biodiversity conservation features.
Development proposals that would cause a direct or indirect
adverse effect upon internationally and nationally designated sites
will not be permitted unless:
a) They cannot be located on alternative sites that would cause
less or no harm.
b) The public benefits of the development clearly outweigh the
impacts on the features of the site and the wider network of
natural habitats.
c) Prevention, mitigation and compensation measures are
provided.
d) In respect of Internationally designated sites, the integrity of the
site will be maintained.
Development proposals where the principal objective is to
conserve or enhance biodiversity or geodiversity interests will be
supported in principle.

4. Dorset and East Devon Coast World Heritage Site
Management Plan
4.1 The Dorset and East Devon Coast WHS designatory baseline
The setting of the WHS is defined in accordance with the definition given in the Dorset
and East Devon Coast World Heritage Site Management Plan 2014-2019 (the WHS
Management Plan) which states: “In general terms, the setting of a historic feature is
defined by English Heritage as “the surroundings in which a place is experienced, its
local context, embracing present and past relationships to the adjacent landscape”.
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English Heritage also indicates that the setting of a WHS must be in the context of the
reason for inscription”.
The setting of the WHS in relation to the Scheme comprises the areas within and
adjacent to the site boundary which are visible from the WHS and, conversely, those
areas which have views of it. These areas comprise the sea to the south; the lower
Otter Valley and estuary to the north of the beach and shingle bar, extending as far
north as South Farm Road; the built environment of Budleigh Salterton to the west and
the area of farmland to the east of the estuary which terminates at Otterton Point.

4.2 The Dorset and East Devon Coast WHS Selection Criteria
In 2000, Dorset County Council nominated the Dorset and East Devon Coast for
inclusion in the World Heritage List on the basis that it was considered to meet two of
the four WHS criteria for natural sites:
Criterion (i) [now (viii)]: “The site should be an outstanding example representing major
stages of earth's history, including the record of life, significant on-going geological
processes in the development of landforms, or significant geomorphic or
physiographic features”.
Criterion (iii) [now (vii)]: “The site should contain superlative natural phenomena or
areas of exceptional natural beauty and aesthetic importance.”
In their technical evaluation of the nomination, the IUCN considered that the Dorset
and East Devon Coast meets Selection Criterion (i) [now (viii)]. However, with regard
to Selection Criterion (iii) [now (vii)], the IUCN determined that the Dorset and East
Devon Coast is of national importance rather than of outstanding universal value and
therefore does not meet this criterion. The WHS is therefore inscribed only under
Selection Criteria (i) [now (viii)], for its geological and geomorphological value.
Statement of Outstanding Universal Value
At the time of inscription of a property on the World Heritage List, the Committee
adopts a Statement of Outstanding Universal Value (SOUV) which will be the key
reference for the future effective protection and management of the property. The
current SOUV for the Dorset and East Devon Coast WHS, as agreed by UNESCO
World Heritage Committee meeting 2012, comprises the following:
Brief synthesis
The Dorset and East Devon Coast has an outstanding combination of globally
significant geological and geomorphological features. The property comprises eight
sections along 155km of largely undeveloped coast. The property's geology displays
approximately 185 million years of the Earth's history, including a number of
internationally important fossil localities. The property also contains a range of
outstanding examples of coastal geomorphological features, landforms and
processes, and is renowned for its contribution to earth science investigations for over
300 years, helping to foster major contributions to many aspects of geology,
palaeontology and geomorphology. This coast is considered by geologists and
geomorphologists to be one of the most significant teaching and research sites in the
world.
Criterion (viii)
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The coastal exposures along the Dorset and East Devon coast provide an almost
continuous sequence of Triassic, Jurassic and Cretaceous rock formations spanning
the Mesozoic Era and document approximately 185 million years of Earth's history.
The property includes a range of globally significant fossil localities - both vertebrate
and invertebrate, marine and terrestrial - which have produced well preserved and
diverse evidence of life during Mesozoic times. It also contains textbook exemplars of
coastal geomorphological features, landforms and processes. Renowned for its
contribution to Earth science investigations for over 300 years, the Dorset and East
Devon coast has helped foster major contributions to many aspects of geology,
palaeontology and geomorphology and has continuing significance as a high-quality
teaching, training and research resource for the Earth sciences.
Integrity
The property contains all the key, interdependent elements of geological succession
exposed on the coastline. It includes a series of coastal landforms whose processes
and evolutionary conditions are little impacted by human activity, and the high rate of
erosion and mass movement in the area creates a very dynamic coastline which
maintains both rock exposures and geomorphological features, and also the
productivity of the coastline for fossil discoveries. The property comprises eight
sections in a near-continuous 155km of coastline with its boundaries defined by natural
phenomena: on the seaward side the property extends to the mean low water mark
and on the landward side to the cliff top or back of the beach. This is also in general
consistent with the boundaries of the nationally and internationally designated areas
that protect the property and much of its setting. Due to the high rate of erosion and
mass movement, it is important to periodically monitor the boundaries of the properties
to ensure that significant changes to the shoreline are registered.

Protection and management requirements
The property has strong legal protection, a clear management framework and the
strong involvement of all stakeholders with responsibilities for the property and its
setting. A single management plan has been prepared and is coordinated by the
Dorset and Devon County Councils. There is no defined buffer zone as the wider
setting of the property is well protected through the existing designations and national
and local planning policies. In addition to its geological, palaeontological and
geomorphological significance, the property includes areas of European importance
for their habitats and species which are an additional priority for protection and
management. The main management issues with respect to the property include:
coastal protection schemes and inappropriate management of visitors to an area that
has a long history of tourism; and the management of ongoing fossil collection
research, acquisition and conservation. The key requirement for the management of
this property lies in continued strong and adequately resourced coordination and
partnership arrangements focused on the World Heritage property.
“The Dorset and East Devon Coast provides an almost continuous sequence of
Triassic, Jurassic and Cretaceous rock formations spanning the Mesozoic Era,
documenting approximately 185 million years of Earth history. It also includes a range
of internationally important fossil localities - vertebrate and invertebrate, marine and
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terrestrial - which have produced well-preserved and diverse evidence of life during
Mesozoic times”.
[Dorset and East Devon Coast United Kingdom and Northern Ireland Id. No 1029
Date of inscription 2001].
WHS Attributes
Further to the SOUV and on the guidance of UNESCO and English Heritage (now
Historic England), a set of Attributes have been defined for the Site. Attributes are
aspects of a property which are associated with or express the OUV and can be
tangible or intangible. The Attributes for the Dorset and East Devon WHS, as agreed
by the WHS Partnership Steering Group meeting of 26/09/12, are as follows:
1) Stratigraphy (the rock record) and structure: a near-continuous sequence of
Triassic, Jurassic and Cretaceous rock exposures representing almost the entire
Mesozoic Era.
2) Palaeontological record: a diverse range of internationally important Mesozoic
fossil localities which chart virtually one third of the entire evolution of complex life
forms.
3) Geomorphological features and processes: land-sliding, beach formation and
evolution in relation to changing sea level. The coast demonstrates spectacularly how
geological structure controls the evolution of bays and headlands and how erosion on
a discordant and concordant coastline creates these features.
4) Ongoing scientific investigation and educational use, and the role in the
history of science.
5) Underlying geomorphological processes in the setting of the Site: The
reasons for the form, diversity and quality of the coastal landscape are found in the
underlying geology and the geomorphological processes acting on it. Much of the
landscape is dominated by relic features and dates back to a time of active
processes under very different climatic conditions from today. The long-term
preservation of the Site’s OUV depends on the maintenance of dynamic natural
processes acting in setting, and the awareness that processes acting in the land or
sea setting may impact on the Site itself.
The setting of the Site and buffer zones
The WHS Management Plan states the following with regard to setting:
“There is a need to protect an area around the WHS that includes the “immediate
setting” and the “important views and other areas or attributes” that help make the Site
what it is and emphasise its importance. Outstanding Universal Value as a cultural
phenomenon means that our experience of the Site and its setting is part of the
equation, and it is not just protection for the intrinsic, evidential and educational value
of the geology.
Guidance from UNESCO states that “properties must be protected from all threats or
inconsistent uses. These developments can often take place beyond the boundaries
of a property. Intrusive development can harm its setting, or the views from it or of it.
Industrial processes can threaten a property by polluting the air or water. The
construction of new roads, tourist resorts or airports can bring to a property more
visitors than it can absorb in safety.”
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“The surroundings in which a heritage asset is experienced. Its extent is not fixed and
may change as the asset and its surroundings evolve. Elements of a setting may make
a positive or negative contribution to the significance of an asset, may affect the ability
to appreciate that significance or may be neutral.” English Heritage also indicates that
the setting of a WHS must be in the context of the reason for inscription”.
The Management Plan further defines setting as follows:
1) “Experiential definition:
“The setting should be regarded as the surrounding landscape and seascape and
concerns the quality of the cultural and sensory experience surrounding the exposed
coasts and beaches. Although the Coast was not inscribed on the World Heritage list
for its natural beauty, UNESCO recognised its value with respect to this criterion as
‘nationally important’, justified further by the UK Government’s 50+ year designation
of the East Devon and Dorset Area of Outstanding Natural Beauty (AONB) which
cover more than 80% of the WHS area. An assessment of landscape and seascape
character provides a starting point for evaluation of the impact of change in the setting.
The special qualities of the AONB’s, such as tranquillity and the undeveloped
character of coast and seascapes, are important for helping to determine how people
experience and enjoy the setting of the WHS”.
2) “Functional definition:
“The setting should also be considered in terms of the OUV and Attributes of the Site.
This manifests itself in several ways. Firstly, the setting is important in that
development and activity within it may sooner or later impact on the WHS itself. The
development of housing, for instance, may lead to a need for future coastal defences.
The coastal cliffs will inevitably continue to retreat and, with climate change, erosion
may accelerate. In order that its OUV is maintained, the cliffs need to be allowed to
erode into a natural setting. Secondly, the Site, most notably the coastal landforms,
are defined and explained by past and present geomorphological and hydrological
processes, on land, or from the sea. Developments that impact on these processes
may well have a resulting impact in the Site itself.”
With regard to buffer zones, the Management Plan states:
“UNESCO requires that buffer zones around WHS properties with complementary
restrictions placed on its use are put in place unless existing protection
arrangements for the setting are sufficiently robust. The nomination document and
first Management Plan for the Dorset and East Devon WHS made it very clear that
the existing conservation protection and planning policies were sufficiently robust to
negate the need to add another layer of planning control in the form of a buffer
zone.”
The aims of the WHS Management Plan
The Management Plan sets out six aims for the Site:
1. To protect the Site’s OUV and setting.
2. To conserve and enhance the Site and its setting for science education and public
enjoyment.
3. To strengthen understanding and awareness of the OUV of the site and of World
Heritage.
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4. To support communities in realising economic social and cultural opportunities and
benefits the WHS can bring.
5. To improve the sustainable access to the Site and enable visitors to enjoy a
welcoming experience and high-quality facilities.
6. To support and demonstrate exemplary WHS management.
The aims are supported by several associated policies, the following of which are of
relevance to the Scheme:
Table 2 – Relevant WHS Aims and Policies
Aim

Policy
ref.

Policy

Aim One: To protect the
Site’s OUV and setting

1.1

Protect the OUV of the Site through
prevention of developments that might
impede natural processes, or obscure the
exposed geology, now and in the future.
Where developments affecting the Site or
setting do take place, avoid or at least
mitigate negative impact on the natural
processes or erosion and exposed geology.
Protect the landscape character, natural
beauty and cultural heritage of the Site and
setting from inappropriate development.
Improve conditions of Geological
Conservation Review (GCR) sites and
SSSIs in ways that are consistent with or
build on natural processes and do not
conflict with other conservation objectives.
Conserve and enhance the presentation of
the Site and setting.
Support the conservation and
enhancement of biodiversity and landscape
character in the Site and setting, in ways
that are complementary with its OUV.
Visitors will be encouraged to make
informed decisions about how they access
the coast through the provision of physical
and virtual information and key gateways to
the Site.
Where possible, maintain existing public
access to beaches within the Site, taking
into account safety issues and referring
where necessary to the Dorset Coastal Cliff
Fall and Landslide Protocol.
Maintain and improve an effective network
of Rights of Way and permissive paths for
providing access to the Site and setting
from key access and local transport points.

1.2

1.4

Aim Two: To conserve
2.1
and enhance the Site and
its setting for science,
education and public
enjoyment
2.3
2.13

Aim Five: To improve the 5.1
sustainable access to the
Site and enable visitors to
enjoy a welcoming
experience and high
quality facilities.
5.2

5.3
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5. Existing environment
This section sets out the existing environment in terms of both the WHS designatory
baseline as well as the physical baseline, as the impacts of the Scheme need to be
assessed against both aspects.

5.2 Scheme Features within the WHS
Figure 13.2 describes the Scheme elements within the WHS boundary.
The Scheme will greatly increase the tidal prism flowing through the estuary mouth
(approximately 330% increase from the existing mean high spring tide) Refer to the
Flood Risk Assessment (FRA) in Appendix G4 of chapter 10 Water Environment). The
details and assessments of geomorphological changes and impacts resulting from the
Scheme are described in full in sections 10.7.3 in chapter 10 Water Environment of
the ES. As a brief summary:
The Scheme is predicted to lead to increased velocities and channel erosion around
the landward edge of the shingle bar and at the estuary mouth as well some of
saltmarsh. There is uncertainty in exactly how and where this erosion will take place;
as natural processes will be allowed to change these areas rapidly in the first year. It
is expected that most erosion and channel widening/deepening will occur in the first
year followed by a prolonged period of around 5 to 10 years of relatively minor channel
erosion as the estuary settles into a new quasi equilibrium.. This will allow tidal
velocities to reduce back towards their present day values, albeit will still remain
permanently higher. The full details of predicted changes to flows, velocities and
extents can be found in the FRA; submitted as part of this planning application.
These predicted geomorphological changes and short-term increases in velocities are
likely to erode the end of the shingle spit, and the landward side of the shingle bar,
which will be redistributed within the system. It may worsen some public safety risks
around the end of the shingle spit due to steepening slopes, wider and deeper
channels with faster flows and some areas of changing unstable ground. These risks
are currently present (especially after storm events), however, increased risks in the
short-term will need to be mitigated (as detailed in table 13.4).
The Scheme will not have any significant effect on existing shoreline processes.
Alternative options in this Lower Estuary area were explored in detail during the project
development phase; which are described further in section 13.5.4 of this assessment.
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A short length of the existing estuary
channel to be excavated and re-shaped
to allow transition to the new tidal creek
channel, through the breach

Proposed route of diverted SWW pipe;
to be installed by SWW, separate to
this planning application.
Proposed pipe to be at significantly
greater depth compared to existing.

Boundary
of WHS

Existing lower path at the rear
of Shingle Bar to be
permanently closed to the
public, and existing
maintenance activities to cease.

Existing SWW pipe to become redundant
and left in place. Future monitoring will
assess environmental and public risks if
pipe elements become exposed; leading
to potential removal works.

Figure 2 – Proposed Scheme Elements within the WHS

An existing South West Water (SWW) combined sewer overflow carries combined
surface water and sewage in a piped rising main from Lime Kiln car park pumping
station, through the shingle bar, under the estuary mouth and to an outfall into the sea
east of the Otterton Point headland. The overflow is utilised when the pumping station
reaches capacity during large rainfall events; which in recent history happens, on
average, once or twice a month. The pipe was installed between the 1960s and 1970s
and has a consented discharge at this location, to avoid bathing waters adjacent to
Budleigh Salterton. As part of the Scheme, it is proposed to install a new pipe, further
north, running under the bed of the estuary (to be installed by others separate to this
planning application); see Figure 13.2. The existing pipe in the estuary shingle bar and
mouth will become redundant. The physical pipe will remain in place but monitored
post scheme in case of sections becoming exposed. Exposed sections will be
assessed in terms of environmental and public safety risks, and ad-hoc removal of
such sections may become necessary.
The new pipe installation is intended as a preventative measure due to the increased
tidal prism in the estuary and associated erosional changes. However, it also has
substantial benefits to the WHS by removing an aged man-made piece of
infrastructure from a sensitive environment. It also greatly benefits SWW to gain a
more robust pipe with a longer lifespan and reduced risk of requiring emergency
repair/maintenance.
It is important to note, as outlined fully in chapter 3 The Preferred Option of the ES; if
the proposed scheme did not progress then future climate change impacts are likely
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to create uncontrolled breaches through the existing floodplain embankments which
are in poor condition. These breaches would lead to a rapid increase in the tidal prism
of the estuary; leading to similar geomorphological changes as described above. This
would place a higher risk of damage to the existing SWW pipe and consequent
pollution (a new diverted pipe would not be installed without LORP).
Construction Overview of the Scheme
The planning stage design proposal has been developed through a collaborative
process with an Environment Agency Framework Contractor and SWW; to ensure
feasible and more accurate estimates of construction activities.
As a brief summary, the following construction activities would take place to install the
Scheme elements within the lower estuary (adjacent to and in the WHS):
•

The proposed main southern 70m wide breach and riprap stone erosion
protection, within the existing SWCP embankment, will have a new tidal creek
transitioning into the existing approach channel in the estuary. This transition
section will be approx. 30m long. It will require a short period of earthworks
activities (at low tides) to excavate material and shape the channel.

•

The existing lower permissive path on the rear face of the Shingle Bar will be
closed to the public. Signage will be installed in Lime Kiln car park and along the
shingle bar to inform the public of this closure.

Operational Overview of the Scheme
The operational phase of the Scheme begins immediately after the construction phase
ends, and the main estuary embankment breach is open,. hereby tidal inundation
starts to occur in the historic floodplain.
•

The initial period following the main breach, (around one year) will likely see
relatively high rates of erosion in the existing inner estuary channels and mouth
due to the increased tidal prism and velocities. The channel widening will cause
the shingle spit to shorten and may erode the landward face of the shingle
barrier.. The sediment from the eroded channels and shingle be retained within
the system and redistributed into the newly created intertidal area ebb-tidal-delta
and beachfront.

•

Beyond the first year and into the medium term (following 5 – 10 years); a quasipermanent equilibrium state should be reached, and the estuary will function in a
similar way to historic records. The channels and mouth will be wider and
deeper.. Peak velocities through the mouth will reduce but will remain higher than
present day values. Some areas of saltmarsh in the inner estuary are expected to
erode and form mudflat . Offshore sediment processes and onshore wave
action/storm processes will remain unaffected. These processes will continue to
bring material back onshore to the spit and beachfront.

5.3 Physical and geomorphological baseline
History of the Lower Otter Estuary
The local environment has been heavily managed and manipulated over the last 400
years, with changes to the River Otter channels, estuary for ship navigation and later
raised embankments constraining the estuary into a narrow corridor to create
farmland.
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Sometime between the 1400’s and 1550’s, it is thought that the large storms allowed
the shingle bar to accrete causing the estuary mouth to narrow. This limited the
navigable extent of the river for ships and vessels which could previously travel as
far as Otterton as a result of silt accreting in the lower river channels and narrowing
of the estuary mouth (Millington, 2010). There are reports that by the mid-16th
century the shingle bar partially blocked the Otter estuary to navigation (May 2007).
The shingle bar grew larger likely as a result of the construction of the man-made
river flood defence embankments built in approximately 1810-1815 which reduced
the tidal prism and allowed increased onshore sedimentation. The present-day form
of the bar and adjacent beach has largely remained the same since the 1800’s partly
due to this man-made intervention, albeit that the bar has become slightly wider and
larger over the last 75 years (Howick and Partners, 2001, Plymouth Coastal
Observatory, 2016). During this time, the bar and estuary mouth are believed to have
evolved towards an equilibrium that accords with the reduced tidal prism resulting
from the embankment constructed in the early 1800’s.
There have been localised changes to the end of the bar (the spit) over time due to
storms and material which has deposited from the east. Over the last 15 years, for
example, the bar has accreted material and seen further growth at the head of the
spit (Plymouth Coastal Observatory, 2016). The lower estuary itself has also
accreted material over time, leading to the present-day situation where the saltmarsh
levels are quite high relative to the adjacent segregated floodplain. This is assumed
to probably be a result of farming activities, land drainage and a lack of natural
sedimentation processes.
In more recent times a SWW sewer overflow pipe was installed across the bed of the
river channel at the mouth of the estuary and within the shingle bar to the east. The
system was upgraded to an overflow pipe in 1986. The pipe is relatively shallow with
manhole chambers now buried within the shingle bar. The SWW pipe outlet to the
sea is further east beyond the sandstone cliff at Otterton Point. East Devon District
Council (EDDC) have installed gabion baskets within the shingle bar to reduce
erosion and maintain crest levels during storm events. This has contributed to the
shingle bar maintaining a fixed position in recent years (Halcrow, 2002). EDDC also
carry out some irregular beach management on the shingle bar following storm
damage and footpath erosion.
Further information on the history of the Lower Otter Estuary can be found in the
Cultural Heritage Desk-based Assessment in Appendix I2 of chapter 12 Historic
Environment.
Boundaries of the WHS Site within the Scheme boundary
The general convention for the boundary of the WHS is as described in Section 13.2
of this report.
The WHS Management Plan (Appendix 1: Statement on the boundaries of the Site
and the World Heritage interests within them, Section A1-1.5) states “Owing to the
requirement to ensure the protection of the Site, a further general criterion for
boundary setting is that only areas designated as AONB or SSSI are included within
it.”. However, this general condition has been modified adjacent to the Otter Estuary;
Section A1-2.2 states “This section contains a unique situation within the Site where
an AONB has been drawn at high water mark, and only parts of the intertidal area are
covered by SSSI. These intertidal areas are included within the Site because they are
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protected by designation as Coastal Preservation Area (CPA). The CPA is a wellestablished Devon-specific designation, which provides the main lead for protective
planning policy for the coastal sections of the AONB and the adjoining intertidal land”.
The boundary of the WHS relative to the East Devon AONB, Budleigh Salterton
Cliffs SSSI and Otter Estuary SSSI boundaries is shown in Figure 13.3. The AONB
boundary is defined in this location by the High Water Mark and is delineated
approximately by the blue line shown on the map below.

Figure 13.3 – WHS boundary map (© Crown Copyright and database rights 2019)

Geomorphological setting
The text below has been extracted from the technical memorandum produced for the
Otter estuary (Jacobs, 2018).
The River Otter is located within Lyme Bay, around 9km east of the Exe Estuary. At
the large scale, the formation of this embayed coastline is a result of differential
erosion. Relative resistance of the sandstones forming Straight Point and Otterton
Ledge has created significant headlands at either end of this frontage, whilst in
contrast, the cliffs within the bay are formed of softer, more erodible sediments, namely
clastic Otterton Sandstone and Budleigh Pebble Beds. The large-scale geological
controls on this frontage has created an enclosed sediment system (SCOPAC, 2004)
at least in terms of nearshore processes.
The Otter Estuary lies at the eastern end of this embayment. It is a shingle barenclosed estuary which originated as a drowned river valley and has subsequently
become filled with sediment. The shingle bar runs from west to east and almost
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closes the estuary from the sea.). The shingle bar comprises a steeply sloping berm
of pebbles, with no lateral grading.
There is a small ebb tidal delta which has accumulated seawards of the mouth of the
Otter, adjacent to Otterton Ledge. Its materials are derived from gravels entering the
Otter inlet which become entrained and subsequently transported seawards by ebb
tidal currents in combination with river flows (SCOPAC, 2004). It may also partly be
the product of occasional high magnitude river flood and bedload discharge events
from the Otter that are capable of stripping gravels from the bar and delivering them
seawards. Otterton Ledge itself may be important to the stability of the delta for it
acts as: (i) a barrier preventing eastward drift of shingle away from the delta and (ii)
shelter against waves approaching from the south-east, which would otherwise tend
to drive the delta shoreward and westward (SCOPAC, 2004).

Figure 13.4 – Lower Otter Valley, looking south (© Environment Agency, Haycock 2010).
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Figure 13.5 – Photograph looking eastwards along back face of the shingle bar. The cliffs at
Otterton Point are visible in the distance

The shingle bar and beach level affects tidal flows into the estuary and the
interaction with the fluvial flow. Drainage of the embanked areas is dependent on
drainage to the sea via a piped sea outfall located across the pebble beach near
Lime Kiln, Budleigh Salterton and a flapped outfall behind BSCC. The sea outfall
currently lies below mean low water spring tidal level, so is compromised when
levels are above this (see Figure 13.6). It is frequently blocked by gravel, which if
uncleared has implications for flooding within the Otter valley, due to water becoming
trapped within the embanked areas.

Figure 13.6 – Photograph of the sea outfall near Lime Kiln.
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High flows in the River Otter during major rainfall events are unlikely to create a more
direct channel through the barrier in addition to the normal opening (M. Williams, pers.
com. 2020).
The current estuary is relatively short with a defined tidal limit around 2km inland,
near East Budleigh. Originally the estuary would have been larger with a defined
funnel shape, widening to a maximum width of 500m at its mouth and bounded by
steep cliffs cut into Otter Sandstone Formation to the east and slopes to the west.
However, infilling of the estuary and the subsequent land reclamation works have
constrained the western flank and the River Otter is now bounded by an
embankment. A well-developed creek system has formed behind the shingle bar.
Geological Conservation Review site designations
Budleigh Salterton Beach and Otterton Point are identified as GCR sites (code
numbers 1837 and 813 respectively) within the JNCC’s Geological Conservation
Review (GCR). The GCR identifies those sites of national and international
importance needed to show all the key scientific elements of the Earth heritage of
Britain. The sites selected form the basis of statutory geological and geomorphological
site conservation in Britain.
The importance of Budleigh Salterton Beach GCR site is in relation to its geological
and geomorphological value. The relatively natural coastal geomorphological system
is unusual because it is fed with material derived entirely from erosion of Triassic
cliffs to the west of the town which contain the Budleigh Salterton Pebble Beds. This
makes the pebbles a useful ‘tracer’ for studies of longshore movements of sediment,
especially because the pebble source is very restricted in outcrop. These
circumstances make it an important locality for further geomorphological
investigation of a ‘natural’ pebble and cobble beach system. The conclusion of the
GCR description states:“ This pebble and cobble beach is uniquely fed by pebbles
and cobbles derived entirely from Triassic sediments. This is the only point where
these pebbles enter the coastal system at present, although they are found in
beaches along the length of the south coast of England. The lack of anthropogenic
influence greatly increases the geomorphological importance of this site as one in
which an intact and virtually unmodified natural system can be studied. Owing to its
important geology and geomorphology, it is part of the Dorset and East Devon Coast
World Heritage site.”
It is important to note, however, that there is quite extensive anthropogenic influence
currently exerted on the natural sediment system, comprising the artificial reduction in
the estuarine tidal prism caused by the construction of flood defence embankments
on the west side of the River Otter, the sewer pipe across the estuary mouth and the
gabion basket stabilisation works installed along the crest of the shingle bar at its
eastern end. These features have served to limit the potential erosion of the eastern
end of the shingle beach from tidal flows and therefore the current form and extent of
the distal end of the shingle bar is not its unmodified natural form and extent. The
impact of these features on operation of the natural geomorphological sediment
system as a whole is, however, limited.
The importance of Otterton Point GCR site is in relation to internationally important
Permian-Triassic reptilian fossils (including Rhynchosaurs which are rare throughout
the world) and also vertical pipes which are evidence of plant roots known as
rhyzocretions present in the Otter Sandstone
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Physical geomorphological processes
The text below has been extracted from the technical memorandum produced for the
Otter estuary (Jacobs, 2018).
The southwards orientation of this section of coast means it is exposed to waves from
the south-west to the south-east. The dominant wave direction is from the south-west
and the long-term exposure of this region to Atlantic waves and swells has been
instrumental in the large-scale shaping of this coastline (Halcrow 2002).
During the more typical storm surge events from the west, storm waves tend to
approach the beach obliquely, resulting in strong west to east littoral drift and beach
rotation (Scott et al., 2016) as the beaches at the western end become denuded of
sediment but beaches to the east accrete.
Significant changes in beach morphology can occur during extreme events: historic
records indicate that there was a severe storm surge in November 1824, which
propagated from the south west and apparently resulted in notable changes in the
pebble bar and possibly extension of the bar to further enclose the mouth of the Otter.
More recently, in winter 2013/14 the Atlantic and south coasts of England were subject
to a sequence of extreme events which caused extensive physical changes along the
coastline of the UK. Beach profile data for the frontage, collected as part of the South
West Regional Coastal Monitoring Programme (Plymouth Coastal Observatory,
2014), indicated that following the 2013/14 storms the beach and bar accreted,
increasing in both height and width. This suggests that the net result of the storms was
to drive more material in an eastwards direction, building the pebble beach and bar.
In terms of sediment transport, well-rounded pink quartzite pebbles released from a
full exposure of the Budleigh Salterton Pebble Beds within the cliffs to the west of the
study area provide the main input of beach building material.
At the large scale, within Lyme Bay there is a net west to east longshore drift.
Headlands can, however, produce eddies and local drift reversals. The plan shape of
the embayment between Straight Point and Otterton Ledge could support drift in either
direction, although the eastward deflection of the bar at the mouth of the Otter indicates
at least a long-term trend for net eastward transport. Short term trends are less certain
and SCOPAC (2004) proposed that reversals probably occur frequently in response
to changes in incident waves. It is therefore probable that there is a gross transport
towards both the east and west with frequent reversals (Halcrow, 2002), and with a
weak net eastward transport over the longer term. This is supported by the relative
symmetrical plan shape of the bay and the variable beach sediment grading along its
length (SCOPAC, 2004).
SCOPAC (2004) defined the contemporary sediment budget along the open coast to
be ‘dynamically stable’ with the embayment between Straight Point and Otterton
Ledge described as a ‘closed’ system.
Past morphological change
The text below has been extracted from the technical memorandum produced for the
Otter estuary (Jacobs, 2018).
There is evidence to suggest that at one time there was once a continuous shingle
barrier extending from Budleigh Salterton to the Isle of Portland and that, in response
to rising sea levels following the last ice age, this barrier was rolled landwards leading
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to the segmentation of the barrier by emerging headlands and creation of a closed
sediment cell between Straight Point and Otterton Ledge (Halcrow, 2002).
It is uncertain when the shingle bar enclosed the estuary or when the estuary began
to look similar to its present form. The Otter Estuary was reportedly navigable as far
upstream as Otterton up until the 15th century and it is thought that at this time the
estuary was completely open to the sea, with a wide entrance channel. However, the
upper estuary was already starting to silt up and it is suggested that, by the 1530’s
passage for larger boats was apparently no longer possible. There are reports that the
shingle bank blocked the Otter Estuary by the mid-16th century (Ward, 1922).
SCOPAC (2004) concluded that during the past 100-130 years the barrier bar has
remained stable in both plan form and elevation although the crest is now reinforced
by rock filled gabions, designed to reduce over-washing rather than erosion. May
(2007) proposed that this stability was due in part to the very high permeability of the
barrier, which means that the crest is only disturbed by the largest waves. Some
protection to the bar from easterly waves will be provided by Otterton Ledge.
Conversely, Howick Engineers (Howick and Partners, 2001) reported that the beach
level in 2001 was 1.5 to 2.0m higher than when the end of the outfall was reconstructed
in the mid-1980s, possibly suggesting onshore migration or progradation of the pebble
bar.
Beach profile data collated as part of the South West Regional Coastal Monitoring
Programme (Plymouth Coastal Observatory, 2016) indicated that since 2007 when the
programme started, the beaches of Budleigh Salterton East have generally been
accreting. The back slope of the shingle bar had remained fairly static, but may have
recently begun to accrete (sometime between 2012 – 2020). The front face has
accreted with further growth at the distal head of the bar at its eastern end.
Major rainfall events at approximately 20 to 30 year intervals generate high-energy
flood discharges in the River Otter. These events are unlikely to cause a direct breach
through the shingle bar (M. Williams, pers. com. 2020).
There is limited human intervention on this section of open coast. The only hard
structures are short lengths of seawall and gabions in front of Budleigh Salterton and
gabions installed within the crest of the shingle bar where it runs adjacent to the
estuary. The gabions in the bar reduce the vulnerability of this feature to breaching
during typical storms (Halcrow, 2002).
Future morphological change (current management)
The text below has been extracted from the technical memorandum produced for the
Otter estuary (Jacobs, 2018).
Budleigh Salterton cliffs, specifically the Budleigh Salterton Pebble Beds, are a key
contemporary source of gravel to the beach and barrier fronting the River Otter. This
will continue to be the case in the future, assuming no additional management along
adjacent frontages that could affect the natural supply. As cliff retreat keeps pace with
sea level rise erosion of the cliffs will release sediment which should feed the barrier
system over time.
There could be some limited retreat of the seaward edge of the barrier due to sealevel rise. An increase in the frequency of major rainfall events due to climate change
may also increase vulnerability of periodic breaching of the barrier or a temporary
enlargement of the ebb tidal spit.
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The beach could be sensitive to any changes in wave climate direction resulting from
climate change. Increased south westerly bias in the wave approach would tend to
build up the barrier beach in front of the Otter estuary, whereas increased south
easterly bias would deplete the barrier at this location and increase its susceptibility to
over-washing (Halcrow, 2002). There is no evidence at the moment for any permanent
change in wave direction in response to future climate change, therefore no long-term
change in trends at the barrier is anticipated.
The relatively small tidal prism currently operating in the estuary could change in the
future if existing sections of the footpath embankments further north collapse or
breach; due to increased rainfall event frequency and sea level rise as a result of
climate change. The condition of the existing embankments is poor in places and
susceptible to damage without increasing management and intervention. If such
breaches do occur in the future, then tidal inundation of the segregated floodplain
could start which could increase the tidal prism through the estuary (depending where
breaches occur). This would likely lead to similar rapid changes in the estuary which
the proposed Scheme in this ES sets out.

6. Alternative options considered within the WHS
The full details of the Scheme-wide alternative design options considered during the
project development process are given in section 2.2 of chapter 2 Project
Development of the ES.
In addition to the Scheme-wide options appraisal; various options were considered to
mitigate potential negative impacts in the Lower Estuary and mouth area. This
included assessing options for the existing SWW pipe in the Shingle Bar and mouth.
This appraisal process was undertaken in liaison with key stakeholders; including but
not limited to Environment Agency, Natural England, Jurassic Coast trust, East
Devon District Council and SWW. The project appraisal and development process
led to a preferred option being selected and then proposed in this planning
application.
Table 13.3 summarises the preferred proposed option and discounted alternative
options considered. The assessed options considered impacts adjacent to and within
the WHS boundary which affect the estuary mouth and the shingle bar. Table 13.3
includes commentary of the benefits, impacts and risks of each option.
Table 13.3 – Summary of design options for works within the WHS boundary.
1

Current proposal
Description

A new SWW sewer pipe will be installed, to replace the existing
SWW pipe, on a new alignment further north and at much
greater depth beneath the estuary (see dashed blue line in
figure 13.2). The existing pipe in the mouth will become
redundant.
There will be no active intervention or construction works in the
Lower Estuary area, rear face of the shingle bar and spit.
The existing lower informal public path will be permanently
closed off to the public (using signage, not actual removal).
The Scheme with a larger tidal prism is expected to create
significant geomorphological change through natural processes,
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which will allow the area to evolve to a new quasi-equilibrium
state.
Benefits

The estuary channels, shingle bar/spit and mouth will change
through natural processes; quite rapidly during approximately
the first year with channel widening and deepening expected.
Beyond the first year (within 5 to 10 years) the area is expected
to evolve into a quasi-permanent equilibrium state as it adjusts
to the increased tidal prism. The estuary system will be more
naturalised and closer to the historic form, prior to man-made
intervention. There would be a substantial amount of sediment
redistribution and transport during this time; however, material is
expected to remain within the existing estuary system and not
be lost offshore.
The closure of the lower public path will avoid the need for
future construction works and maintenance; and will no longer
restrict the naturally evolving and changing shingle Bar/spit.
No other major construction works are proposed in the estuary
which would have damaging effects on the SSSI, MCZ and
WHS. The only exception is a small footprint at the proposed
breach, with some rip-rap stone erosion protection installed.
The existing and ageing SWW pipe in the estuary will become
redundant, eliminating the risk of future failure that could lead to
pollution and intrusive repair construction works. It also
eliminates the issue of the pipe and surrounding structure
keeping certain parts of the spit and mouth unnaturally static.

Impacts &
Risks

Likely very quick and large-scale uncontrolled changes
occurring in the lower estuary channels and mouth, due to the
increased velocities and larger tidal prism. High risk of scour
and erosion to the end and landward face of the bar and
deepening and widening of estuary channels. The end of the
spit may alter shape or erode. There may be increased erosion
risks to the toe of the adjacent cliff. Some existing habitat in the
WHS and SSSI will be modified, such as some areas of
saltmarsh becoming mudflats. These rapid changes due to high
flows and erosion may locally increase risks to the public
around the spit and adjacent beachfront; which will need to be
mitigated for.
A detailed monitoring regime of changing geomorphology and
public safety risks is recommended to be implemented post
proposed scheme.
The installation/construction of the proposed SWW pipe
diversion (directional drilling of new pipe beneath the estuary)
does have some associated risks to the local environment,
however these can be largely minimised through careful
planning and design.
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East Devon
Local Plan
policies

Strategy 44: This proposed option will not impact the general
openness of the area or restrict views to/from the coastal line.
Strategy 45: The proposed managed realignment scheme will
help restore and re-naturalise the Lower Otter area, and create
more sustainable system. The proposed option complies with
the latest Shoreline Management Plan (SMP2). The integrity of
the WHS will be enhanced as natural processes will be allowed
to continue, as the Lower Estuary transitions to a more natural
form. Diversion of the SWW estuary pipe will allow further
naturalisation while reducing environmental and public safety
risks. The erosion change, as result of the proposal, does
potentially increase some public safety risks, which will need to
be mitigated for.
Strategy 47: The proposed scheme will largely conserve the
areas existing biodiversity and geodiversity within the WHS. The
proposed Lower Estuary restoration and enhancement will
greatly improve the connection of natural habitats and create
large areas of new intertidal habitat, which also provides
mitigation for the very small areas lost/changed within the WHS.
Overall, the proposed scheme has overwhelming benefits to the
WHS and wider area which outweigh the small negative
impacts.

2

Discounted option
Description

Improved mass concrete protection for the existing SWW pipe,
for a 70m long section around the existing estuary mouth.
Rip-rap erosion protection to be installed on the back face of the
shingle bar for 100m length, to provide further pipe protection.
The end of the existing shingle spit to be reduced in length
through excavations and re-profiling; to approximately double
the width of the mouth with some minor deepening. To reduce
risks of high velocities and scour occurring around the existing
SWW pipe.
No other active intervention or construction works in the inner
Estuary channels or approach channel. The larger tidal prism is
expected to create significant geomorphological change through
natural processes, which will allow the area to evolve to a new
quasi-equilibrium state (although less naturally at the mouth).

Benefits

Improvements to the SWW pipe will reduce the risk of failure
and undermining from high velocities and scour. Risks of
pollution incidents or the need for emergency repairs are
reduced. It allows the pipe to be more robust and remain in
operation for the short to medium term.
Rip-rap erosion protection will reduce the risk of undermining
the rear of the shingle bar which would expose the SWW pipe.
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Previous detailed modelling assessments (carried out during the
early project development phases by ABPmer, 2018) have
shown that the proposed mitigation excavation works can keep
velocities and bed shear stresses to approximately present-day
levels at the mouth (with the new larger tidal prism). This will
reduce the risk of uncontrolled scour and high velocities around
the SWW pipe.
Shingle from the end of the bar will be spread and placed along
the adjacent beachfront, keeping within the sediment system. It
is possible that the large tidal prism will move more of the
material to the ebb tidal delta rather than enlarge the bar back
to its current size and form. The larger tidal prism at the mouth
is expected to continue maintaining a shorter bar as it reaches
equilibrium.
The inner estuary channels and approach channel will change
through natural processes; quite rapidly during approximately
the first year with channel widening and deepening expected.
Beyond the first year (within 5 – 10 years) the area is expected
to evolve into a quasi-permanent equilibrium state as it adjusts
to the increased tidal prism. There would be a substantial
amount of sediment redistribution and transport during this time;
however, material is expected to remain within the existing
estuary system and not be lost offshore. The excavation works
at the mouth would be in conflict with these natural processes,
and therefore this benefit is reduced compared to option 1.
Impacts &
Risks

The excavation works in the estuary mouth would override
many natural processes and interrupt the sediment distribution
and transportation from this localised area, as the large tidal
prism is introduced.
The concrete works to the pipe and rip-rap erosion protection
will reduce the ability of the shingle bar to migrate in a landward
direction should natural geomorphological processes encourage
this change in future.
Aesthetically the rip-rap would not match in with the surrounding
natural environment and WHS setting.
Construction will have temporary negative impacts to the local
environment and ecology, however, these can largely be
managed and mitigated.
Residual risks to the SWW pipe exist as the dynamic behaviour
of the estuary, after scheme completion, cannot be fully
predicted. Localised scour holes may pose a particular risk.
Soft ground beneath the pipe may be found during construction,
leading to more extensive and difficult concrete works. Micro
piles may be required for further stability.
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East Devon
Local Plan
policies

Strategy 44: This proposed option will not impact the general
openness of the majority of the area or restrict views to/from the
coastal line. However, the rip rap stone on the rear face of the
shingle bar would install an unnatural feature in conflict with the
WHS objective to achieve undeveloped status.
Strategy 45: The proposed managed realignment scheme will
help restore and re-naturalise large parts of the Lower Otter
area; and create more sustainable system. The integrity of the
WHS will be partially enhanced as natural processes will be
allowed to continue through most of the Estuary. However,
works to the SWW pipe, rip rap on the shingle bar rear face and
excavations in the mouth would all impose unnatural features;
limiting natural processes and reducing some integrity of the
WHS.
Strategy 47: The proposed scheme will conserve small areas
existing biodiversity and geodiversity within the WHS. However,
areas around the shingle bar, spit and mouth would see
negative impacts due to construction and initial interruption of
some natural processes. The proposed Lower Estuary
restoration would greatly improve the connection of natural
habitats and create large areas of new intertidal habitat, which
has substantial benefits to the WHS. However, the direct
negative impacts within the WHS could not be fully mitigated as
part of the wider scheme.

3

Discounted option
Description

Improved mass concrete protection for the existing SWW pipe,
for a 70m long section around the existing estuary mouth.
Rip-rap erosion protection to be installed on the back face of
the shingle bar for 100m length, to provide further pipe
protection.
There will be no active intervention or construction works in the
lower estuary area, rear face of the shingle bar and spit.
The larger tidal prism is expected to create significant
geomorphological change through natural processes, which will
allow the area to evolve to a new quasi-equilibrium state.

Benefits

Improvements to the SWW pipe will reduce the risk of failure
and undermining from high velocities and scour. Risks of
pollution incidents or the need for emergency repairs are
reduced. It allows the pipe to be more robust and remain in
operation for the short to medium term.
Rip-rap erosion protection will reduce the risk of undermining
the rear of the shingle bar which would expose the SWW pipe.
The estuary channels, shingle bar/spit and mouth will change
through natural processes; quite rapidly during approximately
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the first year with channel widening and deepening expected.
Beyond the first year (within 5 – 10 years) the area is expected
to evolve into a quasi-permanent equilibrium state as it adjusts
to the increased tidal prism. The estuary system will be more
naturalised and closer to the historic form, prior to man-made
intervention. There would be a substantial amount of sediment
redistribution and transport during this time; however, material
is expected to remain within the existing estuary system and
not be lost offshore.
Impacts &
Risks

The concrete works to the pipe and rip-rap erosion protection
will reduce the ability of the shingle bar to migrate in a landward
direction should natural geomorphological processes
encourage this change in future.
Aesthetically the rip-rap would not match in with the
surrounding natural environment and WHS setting.
Construction will have temporary negative impacts to the local
environment and ecology, however, these can largely be
managed and mitigated.
Residual risks to the SWW pipe exist as the dynamic behaviour
of the estuary, after scheme completion, cannot be fully
predicted. Localised scour holes may pose a particular risk.
Soft ground beneath the pipe may be found during
construction, leading to more extensive and difficult concrete
works. Micro piles may be required for further stability.

East Devon
local plan
policies

Strategy 44: This proposed option will not impact the general
openness of the majority of the area or restrict views to/from
the coastal line. However, the rip rap stone on the rear face of
the shingle bar would install an unnatural feature in conflict with
the WHS objective to achieve undeveloped status.
Strategy 45: The proposed managed realignment scheme will
help restore and re-naturalise large parts of the Lower Otter
area; and create more sustainable system. The integrity of the
WHS will be partially enhanced as natural processes will be
allowed to continue through most of the Estuary. However,
works to the SWW pipe and rip rap on the shingle bar rear face
would impose unnatural features; limiting natural processes
and reducing some integrity of the WHS.
Strategy 47: The proposed scheme will largely conserve the
areas existing biodiversity and geodiversity within the WHS.
The proposed lower estuary restoration and enhancement will
greatly improve the connection of natural habitats and create
large areas of new intertidal habitat, which also provides
mitigation for the very small areas lost/changed within the
WHS. There would be short-term impacts from the construction
of pipe protection, upon biodiversity and geodiversity.
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4

Discounted option
Description No active intervention in the lower estuary area.
No diversion of or improvements to the existing SWW pipe and
rear face of the shingle bar. SWW pipe to remain in operation, in
its current condition.
There will be no active intervention or construction works in the
lower estuary area, rear face of the shingle bar and/or spit.
The larger tidal prism is expected to create significant
geomorphological change through natural processes, which will
allow the area to evolve to a new quasi-equilibrium state.
Benefits

The estuary channels, shingle bar/spit and mouth will change
through natural processes; quite rapidly during approximately the
first year with channel widening and deepening expected.
Beyond the first year (within 5 – 10 years) the area is expected to
evolve into a quasi-permanent equilibrium state as it adjusts to
the increased tidal prism. The estuary system will be more
naturalised and closer to the historic form, prior to man-made
intervention. There would be a substantial amount of sediment
redistribution and transport during this time; however, material is
expected to remain within the existing estuary system and not be
lost offshore.
No other major construction works are proposed in the estuary
which would have damaging effects on the SSSI, MCZ and WHS.

Impacts &
Risks

Likely very quick and large-scale uncontrolled changes occurring
in the lower estuary channels and mouth, due to the increased
velocities of the larger tidal prism. High risk of scour and erosion
to the end of the bar and deepening and widening of estuary
channels. Possible undermining of adjacent cliff base. Danger to
the public users of the beachfront.
The rear of the shingle bar is at risk of erosion without formal
protection, which may undermine or uncover the SWW pipe and
de-stabilize the footpath.
This option would lead to unacceptable increased risk of failure of
the SWW pipe, due to increased velocities and likely scour
issues. The undermining of the pipe is possible due to
uncontrolled deepening and/or widening of the estuary mouth.
Ultimately the SWW pipe may fail causing a pollution incident,
and then require extensive and costly repairs which would be
damaging to the local environment and WHS.

East
Devon
local plan
policies

Strategy 44: This proposed option will not impact the general
openness of the majority of the area or restrict views to/from the
coastal line. However, eventual SWW pipe damage, exposure or
pollution would lead to extensive repair works; in conflict with the
WHS objective to achieve undeveloped status.
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Strategy 45: The proposed managed realignment scheme will
help restore and re-naturalise large parts of the Lower Otter area;
and create more sustainable system. The integrity of the WHS
will be enhanced as natural processes will be allowed to continue
through most of the estuary. However, the presence of the SWW
pipe still operating but worsening in condition is a negative
feature within the WHS, and a lost opportunity for further
enhancement.
Strategy 47: The proposed scheme will largely conserve the
areas existing biodiversity and geodiversity within the WHS. The
proposed lower estuary restoration and enhancement will greatly
improve the connection of natural habitats and create large areas
of new intertidal habitat. Possible future SWW pipe repair works
would likely damage some biodiversity and geodiversity within
the WHS.

In summary, the general approach of the Scheme (and preferred Estuary area option
1 detailed above) favours estuary and floodplain restoration, improvements to
habitats and natural processes. This is in keeping with WHS policies about setting,
restoring the WHS to a more natural condition, and increased biodiversity. It would
lead to a better natural connection and functional relationship between the river,
estuary, surrounding cliffs and shingle spit as they evolve. All of these proposed
benefits would also enhance the SSSI and MCZ in the medium to long term.
The proposed scheme will further improve the natural setting of the WHS, by
diverting the existing SWW pipe and reduce long-term intrusive maintenance
activities around the shingle bar and spit. SWW will gain a substantially improved
asset outside the boundary of the WHS, with far lower risk of future impacts. The
continued consultation with SWW and EDDC, regarding the proposed pipe diversion
and its development, will continue throughout this project planning stage.
There are some public safety risks associated with the redundant SWW pipe left in
the Estuary Mouth and the expected rapid changes to the form of the shingle
bar/spit; which will need to be carefully considered, leading to monitoring and
mitigation measures.

7. Likely significant effects
Potential impacts to the OUV attributed to the WHS, including its setting and its
regulatory and planning policy context, resulting from the construction and operation
of the Scheme are set out in Table 13.4 below. Proposed mitigation measures are
listed, where relevant, and the residual effects remaining following mitigation are also
set out.
Potential impacts are assessed in relation to the critical aspects of the WHS as set
out in the WHS Management Plan (comprising the WHS Attributes which are
associated with or express the OUV, the definitions of setting defined in the WHS
Management Plan, and the relevant Aims and policies set out in the WHS
Management Plan) and the relevant EDDC Local Plan policies.
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Table 13.4 – Potential impacts, mitigation and residual effects on the WHS

WHS ASPECT

POTENTIAL IMPACT

PROPOSED MITIGATION

RESIDUAL
EFFECT

The Scheme has the potential to result in the
following impacts on the stratigraphy and
structure of the Triassic rock exposures
present at the site:

1. The rapid initial changes
1. No significant
expected will be through the
adverse
restoration of the Estuary and
residual
more natural processes in the
impact on the
WHS. Therefore, in the context of
WHS
the WHS policies it is seen as
stratigraphy
beneficial and not requiring
and structure
further mitigation.
in relation to
the Mid2. The rapid initial changes
Triassic Otter
expected will be through the
Sandstone
restoration of the Estuary and
Formation is
natural processes. Therefore, in
considered
the context of the WHS policies it
likely.
is seen as beneficial and not

WHS ATTRIBUTES
1. Stratigraphy (the
rock record) and
structure

1. The Scheme will lead to increased tidal
flows; during approximately the first year,
within the river channel at the mouth of the
estuary resulting from the increased tidal
prism. The increased flows are expected to
cause rapid erosion through natural processes
during that initial period. Beyond the first year
(within 5 – 10 years) the area is expected to
evolve into a quasi-permanent equilibrium
state as it adjusts to the increased tidal prism,
and tidal flow speeds will reduce.
The rapid changes in the mouth may
potentially increase erosion to and
undermining of the base of the cliffs adjacent
at Otterton Point and thereby affect the MidTriassic Otter Sandstone Formation (a worldclass example of a braided fluvial sequence).
2. The same rapid increases in tidal flows and
erosion in the Estuary will also impact the end
of the shingle bar and potentially affecting the
local beach stratigraphy. The end of the spit is
expected to reduce in length as the mouth
Lower Otter Restoration Project – Environmental Statement

requiring further mitigation. There 2. No significant
would be a substantial amount of
adverse
sediment redistribution and
residual
transport during this time;
impact on the
however, material is expected to
WHS
remain within the existing estuary
stratigraphy
system. Thereby minimising any
and structure
adverse impact of the local beach
in relation to
stratigraphy.
the shingle bar
and beach is
considered
likely.
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WHS ASPECT

POTENTIAL IMPACT

PROPOSED MITIGATION

RESIDUAL
EFFECT

The rapid initial changes expected
will be through the restoration of the
Estuary and natural processes in
the WHS. Therefore, in the context
of the GCR 813 and WHS policies it
is seen as beneficial because it’s a
continuation of natural coastal
processes, and therefore not
requiring further mitigation.

No significant
adverse residual
impact on GCR
813 and/or the
WHS
palaeontological
record is
considered likely.

widens and deepens. The beach shingle
comprises Triassic pebbles eroded and
washed along the shoreline from the Budleigh
Salterton Pebble Beds present in the cliffs to
the west of the town (also a world-class
example of a braided fluvial sequence).
2. Palaeontological
record

The Scheme has the potential to result in the
following impact on the palaeontological record
present at the site:
As detailed above the Scheme will lead to
rapid changes in the short-term, before the
Estuary evolves to a new quasi-permanent
equilibrium state.
The rapid changes in the mouth may
potentially increase erosion to and
undermining of the base of the cliffs adjacent
to the estuary mouth at Otterton Point. These
cliffs form part of GCR site 813 and are
designated for the international
palaeontological value attributed to the
Permian-Triassic reptilian fossils as well as
rhyzocretians present in the Otter Sandstone
which forms the cliffs. Increased erosion
beyond current rates may potentially cause an
adverse impact on GCR 813.
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WHS ASPECT

POTENTIAL IMPACT

3. Geomorphological
features and
processes

The Scheme has the potential to result in the
following impacts on the local
geomorphological features and processes
present at the site:

PROPOSED MITIGATION

1. The rapid initial changes
expected will be through the
restoration of the Estuary and
natural processes. Therefore, in the
context of the WHS policies it is
1. As detailed above the Scheme will lead to
seen as beneficial and not requiring
rapid changes in the short-term, before the
further mitigation.
Estuary evolves to a new quasi-permanent
A programme of monitoring of
equilibrium state.
geomorphological change is
The initial rapid increases in tidal flows and
recommended post breach. The
erosion will impact the distal end of the shingle outcomes could be provided to
bar, where the end of the spit is expected to
JNCC to inform the GCR Database
reduce in length as the mouth widens and
record for the GCR site and inform
deepens. The estuary system will be more
any future geomorphological study
naturalised and closer to the historic form, prior of the system.
to man-made intervention. There would be a
substantial amount of sediment redistribution
2. This impact will have a beneficial
and transport during this time; however,
influence on the natural
material is expected to remain within the
geomorphological system by
existing estuary system and not be lost
restoring the estuarine tidal ebb
offshore.
delta at the eastern end of GCR
These natural processes and restoration will
1837.
be a beneficial impact on the value of the GCR
1837 site for geomorphological study as a
“virtually unmodified natural system”.
It should be noted that the existing gabion
basket reinforcement installed by EDDC along
the crest of the shingle bar at its eastern end
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RESIDUAL
EFFECT
The works will
result in largely
positive long-term
residual impacts
to the
geomorphological
features and
processes
associated with
GCR 1837.
Beneficial
impacts comprise
the restoration of
the natural tidal
prism within the
estuary which will
restore the
estuary’s tidal
ebb delta
(located within
the WHS) to its
natural form.
Including the
natural processes
which will lead to
geomorphological
changes to the
inner estuary
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WHS ASPECT

Geomorphological
features and
processes –
continued

POTENTIAL IMPACT

PROPOSED MITIGATION

RESIDUAL
EFFECT

will continue to stabilise the shingle bar in this
location.

channels, spit
and mouth.

2. In restoring the estuarine floodplain and
associated tidal prism closer to their natural
condition and volume, the Scheme will relieve
the geomorphological system of the
anthropogenic constraints currently imposed
by artificially reduced tidal flows within the
estuary.

In relation to the
WHS as a whole,
the scheme will
have minimal
effect on how the
coast
demonstrates
how geological
structure controls
the evolution of
bays and
headlands and
how erosion
creates these
features.
In conclusion, no
significant
adverse residual
impact on GCR
1837 and/or the
WHS
geomorphological
features and
processes is
considered likely.
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WHS ASPECT

POTENTIAL IMPACT

PROPOSED MITIGATION

RESIDUAL
EFFECT

4. Ongoing scientific
investigation and
educational use

The Scheme has the potential to result in the
following impacts on the on-going scientific
investigation and educational use of the site:

The rapid initial changes expected
will be through the restoration of the
Estuary and natural processes.
Therefore, in the context of the
WHS policies it is seen as beneficial
and not requiring further mitigation.
A programme of monitoring of
geomorphological change is
recommended post breach. The
outcomes could be provided to
JNCC to inform the GCR Database
record for the GCR site and inform
any future geomorphological study
of the system.

The works will
result in largely
positive long-term
residual impacts
to the
geomorphological
features and
processes
associated with
GCR 1837.
Beneficial
impacts comprise
the restoration of
the natural tidal
prism within the
estuary which will
restore the
estuary’s inner
areas, channels,
mouth Shingle
Spit and ebb-tidedelta (located
within the WHS)
to a more natural
form.

As detailed above, the Scheme will lead to
rapid changes in the short-term, before the
Estuary evolves to a new quasi-permanent
equilibrium state, through more natural
processes. Where changes will occur to the
inner Estuary areas, mouth, distal end of the
shingle bar spit and the ebb-tide-delta. These
changes along with the general restoration of
the estuary are seen as positive impacts to the
value of the GCR 1837 site for
geomorphological study as a “virtually
unmodified natural system”.
It should be noted that the key aspects of
Budleigh Salterton Beach that make it valuable
for geomorphological study are that it remains
largely undisturbed by sea defences and coast
protection works, it shows a very high degree
of stability and that it is uniquely fed by
material derived entirely from Triassic
sediments. In these respects, it is considered
that the proposed works will have little or no
adverse impact on the value of the system for
geomorphological study.
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No significant
adverse residual
impact on the
ongoing scientific
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WHS ASPECT

POTENTIAL IMPACT

PROPOSED MITIGATION

RESIDUAL
EFFECT
investigation and
educational use
of the site is
considered likely.

5. Underlying
geomorphological
processes in the
setting of the Site

The Scheme has the potential to result in the
following impacts on the local
geomorphological processes in the setting of
the WHS:
In restoring the estuarine floodplain and
associated tidal prism closer to their natural
condition and volume, the Scheme will relieve
the geomorphological system of the
anthropogenic constraints currently imposed
by artificially reduced tidal flows within the
estuary.
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This impact will have a beneficial
influence on the natural
geomorphological system by
restoring the estuarine tidal ebb
delta at the eastern end of GCR
1837. Therefore, formal mitigation
measures are not proposed.

The Scheme will
result in largely
positive long-term
residual impacts
to the
geomorphological
features and
processes
associated with
GCR 1837.
Beneficial
impacts comprise
the restoration of
the natural tidal
prism within the
estuary which will
restore the
estuary’s inner
areas, channels,
mouth Shingle
Spit and ebb-tidedelta (located
within the WHS)
to a more natural
form.
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WHS ASPECT

POTENTIAL IMPACT

PROPOSED MITIGATION

RESIDUAL
EFFECT
In relation to the
WHS as a whole,
the scheme will
have positive
impacts on the
maintenance of
dynamic natural
processes acting
in setting.
In conclusion, no
significant
adverse residual
impact on GCR
1837 and/or the
WHS
geomorphological
processes acting
in setting is
considered likely.
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WHS ASPECT

POTENTIAL IMPACT

PROPOSED MITIGATION

RESIDUAL EFFECT

The Scheme has the potential to result in the
following impacts on the local experiential
setting of the WHS:

1. Primary integral design
measures and secondary
mitigation measures
including cladding,
planting and screening
have been employed to
minimise negative and
maximise positive
landscape and visual
impacts for areas adjacent
to the WHS. Additionally,
temporary construction
measures will help screen
some works, less intrusive
piling methods will be
chosen, and main works
timed with quieter
seasons/periods with the
public.

In the longer-term, the
Scheme will enhance the
special qualities of the
AONB, in particular the
undeveloped and natural
character of the lower Otter
estuary, and have a
beneficial impact on the
quality of people’s cultural
and sensory experience
and their enjoyment of the
local setting of the WHS.

WHS SETTING
6. Experiential setting:
the surrounding
landscape and seascape
and quality of the
cultural and sensory
experience.

1. During construction and for a limited period
after construction of the proposed breach site
(with footbridge above), the Scheme is likely to
give rise to localised, temporary, adverse
impacts on the character of the estuarine
landscape that lies adjacent to, the WHS and
to the visual amenity of people within the local
setting of the WHS.

2. During operation, these adverse landscape
and visual impacts will reduce in the short to
medium term as the restored estuarine
floodplain adapts to the changed
geomorphological and hydrological conditions
and intertidal habitats establish. In the longerterm, it is likely that the naturalisation of the
floodplain will increasingly restore and enhance
2. The longer-term
the natural beauty, quality and local
distinctiveness of the landscape character and impacts of the Scheme will
have a beneficial influence
visual amenity of the lower Otter Valley.
on landscape character
and visual amenity which
will compensate the initial
adverse impacts described
above.
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A significant beneficial
residual impact on the
experiential setting of the
WHS adjacent to the Otter
Estuary is considered likely.
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WHS ASPECT

POTENTIAL IMPACT

7. Functional setting:
geomorphological and
hydrological processes
that define the coastal
landform, principally the
continuing natural
erosion of coastal cliffs.

The Scheme has the potential to result in the
following impacts on the local functional setting
of the WHS:

PROPOSED MITIGATION

1. The rapid initial
changes expected will be
through the restoration of
the Estuary and natural
1. As detailed above the Scheme will lead to
processes. Therefore, in
rapid changes in the short-term, before the
the context of the WHS
Estuary evolves to a new quasi-permanent
policies it is seen as
equilibrium state. The rapid changes in the
beneficial and not
mouth (through natural processes) may
potentially increase erosion to and undermining requiring further mitigation.
Potential erosional rate
of the base of the cliffs adjacent to the estuary
change at the adjacent
mouth at Otterton Point.
cliffs is part of this.
2. The landward setting of the WHS in the
2. The restoration of the
vicinity of the Otter Estuary will be naturalised
natural estuarine
as existing flood embankments are breached,
floodplain will have a
and farmland reverts to estuarine floodplain.
beneficial influence on
This will reduce the likelihood of future flood
defences being required to protect the farmland landward setting of the
WHS, and therefore not
and will therefore benefit the functional setting
require mitigation.
of the WHS.
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RESIDUAL EFFECT
The works will result in
largely positive long-term
residual impacts to the
geomorphological and
hydrological within the
WHS.
The coastal cliffs will
continue to be allowed to
erode into a natural setting
and there will be a residual
beneficial impact on the
landward setting of the
WHS.
On balance, no significant
adverse residual impact on
the functional setting of the
WHS adjacent to the Otter
Estuary is considered likely.
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WHS ASPECT

POTENTIAL IMPACT

PROPOSED MITIGATION

RESIDUAL EFFECT

1. The rapid initial
changes expected will be
through the restoration of
the Estuary and natural
processes. Therefore, it is
seen as beneficial and not
requiring further mitigation.

The works will result in
largely positive long-term
residual impacts to the OUV
site.

WHS MANAGEMENT PLAN POLICIES
8. Protect the OUV of
the Site through
prevention of
developments that might
impede natural
processes, or obscure
the exposed geology,
now and in the future
(Policy 1.1)

1. As detailed above the Scheme will lead to
rapid changes in the short-term, before the
Estuary evolves to a new quasi-permanent
equilibrium state. The rapid changes, through
natural processes, will alter some inner estuary
channels, shingle bar/spit, mouth and the ebbtide-delta. These changes are expected to
have a positive impact to the sedimentary
system that give rise to the beach’s value as an
exemplary coastal geomorphological process.
2. As detailed above, the restoration of the
natural tidal prism within the estuary will relieve
the local coastal geomorphological process of
the anthropogenic impediment imposed upon it
by the historic reduction of the estuarine
floodplain in the early 1800’s and will have a
positive impact on the process.
3. The restoration of the estuarine floodplain
and reversion of farmland to intertidal habitat
will reduce any future need to provide coastal
protection works to land to the landward of the
WHS in the vicinity of the Otter Estuary.
4. By making the existing SWW pipe in the
estuary mouth redundant; it is taking a manmade development out of operation. Which
improves future impediment to natural
processes.
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2. This impact will have a
beneficial influence on the
natural geomorphological
system, and therefore
does not require
mitigation.

Beneficial effects will be
realised by the restoration
of natural processes and
conditions in the estuary.
On balance, no substantive
non-compliance with Policy
1.1 is considered likely.

3. This impact will
potentially improve the
long-term protection of the
OUV of the site and
therefore does not require
mitigation.
4. The redundant SWW
pipe may require ad-hoc
removal of elements that
slowly become exposed.
Such works would not
have long term adverse
impacts.
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WHS ASPECT
9. Where developments
affecting the Site or
setting do take place,
avoid or at least mitigate
negative impact on the
natural processes or
erosion and exposed
geology. (Policy 1.2)

10. Protect the
landscape character,
natural beauty and
cultural heritage of the
Site and setting from
inappropriate
development. (Policy
1.4)

POTENTIAL IMPACT

PROPOSED MITIGATION

RESIDUAL EFFECT

As detailed above the Scheme will lead to rapid
changes in the short-term, before the Estuary
evolves to a new quasi-permanent equilibrium
state. The rapid changes, through natural
processes, will alter some inner estuary
channels, shingle bar/spit, mouth and the ebbtide-delta. It may lead to increased erosion of
the adjacent cliff base. These changes are
expected to have a positive beneficial impact to
the WHS and its setting.

The rapid initial changes
expected will be through
the restoration of the
Estuary and natural
processes. Therefore, it is
seen as beneficial and not
requiring further mitigation.

The works will result in
largely positive long-term
residual impacts to the
WHS and setting.

The Scheme is considered
to comply with Policy 1.2.

1. In restoring the lower Otter Valley close to its 1. Planting and screening
natural condition, and thereby enhancing the
have been employed,
special qualities of the AONB comprising its
on areas adjacent to the
landscape character and natural beauty, the
WHS, to minimise
Scheme cannot be considered ‘inappropriate
negative and maximise
development’ in this respect.
positive landscape and
visual impacts.
2. No significant effects to the historic
environment are predicted following the
implementation of targeted mitigation.
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Beneficial effects will be
realised by the restoration
of natural processes and
conditions in the estuary.

No substantive noncompliance with Policy 1.4
is considered likely.

2. Archaeology Mitigation
Strategy to be
implemented.
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WHS ASPECT

POTENTIAL IMPACT

PROPOSED MITIGATION

11. Improve conditions
of GCR sites and SSSIs
in ways that are
consistent with or build
on natural processes
and do not conflict with
other conservation
objectives.
(Policy 2.1)

As detailed above, the Scheme is likely to:
- maintain the current condition of GCR 813.
- give rise to positive long-term impacts which,
in combination, are likely to maintain the
current condition of GCR 1837.

The rapid initial changes
No substantive nonexpected will be through
compliance with Policy 2.1
the restoration of the
is considered likely.
Estuary and natural
processes. Therefore, it is
seen as beneficial and not
requiring further mitigation.

12. Conserve and
enhance the
presentation of the Site
and setting.
(Policy 2.3)

In restoring the Otter Estuary closer to its
natural condition, the presentation of the Site
and its setting for science, education and public
enjoyment is likely to be enhanced.

Restoration of the natural
tidal prism and intertidal
estuarine habitats,
landscape enhancements.

The Scheme is considered
to comply with Policy 2.3.

13. Support the
conservation and
enhancement of
biodiversity and
landscape character in
the Site and setting, in
ways that are
complementary with its
OUV.
(Policy 2.13)

In restoring the Otter Estuary closer to its
natural condition and creating extensive new
intertidal habitats, the Scheme will support the
presentation of the Site and its setting in ways
that are complementary with its OUV.

Restoration of the natural
tidal prism and intertidal
estuarine habitats,
landscape enhancements.

The Scheme is considered
to comply with Policy 2.13

There will be some short-term changes to the
SSSI, due to rapid change of areas of
saltmarsh to mudflat from erosional processes.
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WHS ASPECT

POTENTIAL IMPACT

PROPOSED MITIGATION

RESIDUAL EFFECT

14. Visitors will be
encouraged to make
informed decisions
about how they access
the coast through the
provision of physical and
virtual information and
key gateways to the
Site.
(Policy 5.1)

New interpretation facilities will be provided at
key locations in the Scheme which will focus on
the habitat creation elements of the Scheme,
the changing geomorphology through natural
processes and the potential public safety risks.

Interpretation board to be
installed at Lime Kiln car
park which will potentially
offer visitors access
information to the WHS.
There will also be further
warning/information
signage near the shingle
bar spit.

The Scheme is considered
likely to comply with Policy
5.1

15. Where possible,
maintain existing public
access to beaches
within the Site. (Policy
5.2)

The proposed Scheme will not restrict existing
footpaths or access to the beach (during
construction and in operation).

Public access, on the
whole, will not be affected,
except for some disruption
for users of Lime Kiln car
park, which will have
segregated partial areas of
the car park for temporary
periods (and timed with
winter months wherever
possible).

No significant impact on
public access to beaches
within the WHS is predicted.

This will offer opportunities to assist visitors to
make informed decisions about how they
access the WHS site at a local level.

The lower path on the rear of the shingle bar
(not an official public footpath) will be closed
permanently as part of the Scheme. The main
footpath along the crest will remain unaffected.
Lime Kiln car park is likely to be reduced in its
capacity to provide public parking for periods of
the construction phase.
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The Scheme is considered
likely to comply with Policy
5.2
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WHS ASPECT
16. Maintain and
improve an effective
network of Rights of
Way and permissive
paths for providing
access to the Site and
setting from key access
and local transport
points. (Policy 5.3)

POTENTIAL IMPACT

PROPOSED MITIGATION

RESIDUAL EFFECT

A number of footpaths which provide access to
the WHS site and its setting, principally
Budleigh Salterton Footpath 30 (which runs
along the crest of the shingle bar from Lime
Kiln car park to the mouth of the River Otter)
and the South West Coast Path (which runs on
embankment from Lime Kiln car park
northwards through the lower Otter estuary).

A temporary segregation
will be in place during
construction, for the very
end of footpath 30.
Otherwise access to the
WHS is not unduly
restricted during the
works.

No significant impact on the
public footpath network is
predicted.
The Scheme is considered
likely to comply with Policy
5.3

The vast majority of Footpath 30 will not be
affected (during construction or permanently)
by the Scheme. The final 5m section will be
altered, where a joining section of lower path
will be removed.
The South West Coast footpath will have a
temporary closure while the proposed breach
and footbridge are constructed. This will cause
a temporary adverse impact on the provision of
access to the WHS and setting (from this one
route). Once construction is complete this
footpath route will be reinstated.
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WHS ASPECT

POTENTIAL IMPACT

PROPOSED MITIGATION

RESIDUAL EFFECT

LOCAL PLAN POLICIES
17. Strategy 44 Undeveloped Coast and
Coastal Preservation
Area

The Coastal Preservation Area designation
includes the whole Scheme area.

The built artificial elements The Scheme is considered
of the Scheme have been to comply with Strategy 44.
kept to the minimum (or
Aspects of the Scheme that could potentially
similar size/footprint where
be in non-compliance with Strategy 44
replacing existing
comprise the built artificial elements of the
features) required to
proposed footbridge, highway bridge and car
enable the retention of
park in so much as these elements may
public access through the
potentially counter the ‘undeveloped status’ of
the designated area. In addition, the footbridge site and have been sited
to minimise adverse visual
would potentially reduce the ‘visual openness’
impacts where practicable.
and obstruct views to and from the sea.
Mitigation planting and
However, although these aspects of the
timber cladding on the
Scheme are uncharacteristic of the
footbridge will assist to
undeveloped and open nature of the lower
visually integrate these
Otter Valley, they are unlikely to substantially
elements into the receiving
damage the undeveloped status of the
landscape and the
designated area, nor significantly affect visual
removal of a section of the
openness or views to and from the sea. The
existing flood embankment
restoration of the natural extent of intertidal
to create the breach will
habitat and the associated removal of the trees increase physical and
and hedgerows will serve to enhance the
visual porosity between
undeveloped status of the area and increase
the estuary and the
visual openness.
proposed intertidal habitat
to the west of the
No significant adverse effects on the Coastal
embankment.
Preservation Area are therefore considered
likely.
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WHS ASPECT
18. Strategy 45 Coastal Erosion

POTENTIAL IMPACT

PROPOSED MITIGATION

RESIDUAL EFFECT

The Scheme will fulfil the relevant Shoreline
Management Plan recommendation that
“Managed Realignment within the Otter
Estuary itself offers habitat creation potential
and may also be beneficial for reducing flood
risk in other parts of the estuary.” As
evidenced by this Environmental Statement, it
is not considered that the Scheme will have an
unacceptable economic, social or
environmental impact, including an
unacceptable detrimental visual impact on a
protected landscape (in this case, the AONB).

Interpretation board to be
installed at Lime Kiln car
park which will potentially
offer visitors information
about the scheme and
natural processes
occurring. There will also
be further public safety
warning/information
signage near the shingle
bar spit.

The Scheme is considered
a sustainable coastal
change management
proposal and this
assessment is evidence
that the implications for the
WHS have been fully
considered.
The Scheme is considered
to comply with Strategy 45.

The natural processes that created the WHS
will be allowed to continue, through tidal and
fluvial flood flows. These will see some rapid
initial change before reaching a quasiequilibrium state, through natural processes.
The diversion of the existing SWW pipe in the
estuary will further enhance the area, and allow
further unrestrained natural erosion of the
bar/spit. It reduces safety risks and increases
economic well-being of the coastal community
of Budleigh Salterton.
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WHS ASPECT
19. Strategy 47 –
Nature Conservation
and Geology

POTENTIAL IMPACT

PROPOSED MITIGATION

RESIDUAL EFFECT

The Scheme’s principal objective is to create
new intertidal habitat to compensate for the
loss of European designated habitat in the Exe
Estuary caused by coastal squeeze, and
enhance/restore the Otter Estuary to a more
sustainable and natural system. In providing
this new habitat, the existing biodiversity of the
site will be conserved as far as is practicable;
the design will maximise opportunities for
restoration, enhancement and connection of
the existing natural habitats present on site and
beneficial biodiversity conservation features will
be incorporated within the design.

Mitigation measures
comprise design stage
avoidance of adverse
impacts, best practice
design, pollution control
measures, general good
construction practices,
habitat protection
measures, sensitive
landscaping and mitigation
planting. Protected
species mitigation is in
accordance with legal
requirements and seeks to
enhance the integrity of
populations where
possible to do so.

The Scheme is considered
to comply with Strategy 47.

After mitigation, residual significant effects are
anticipated due to the loss of grassland and
swamp habitat, which are the qualifying features
of Otter Meadows County Wildlife Site. There
will also be residual effects due to loss of
running water and standing water habitat. Due
to the change in habitat required to achieve the
purpose of the Scheme, although avoidance
and mitigation measures will be undertaken, full
compensation for the loss of these habitats
cannot be fully achieved.
These losses are offset by the multiple
beneficial significant effects from the creation of
saltmarsh and mudflat habitats on site. This will
have a beneficial significant effect on the Otter
Estuary MCZ, Otter Estuary SSSI, Exe Estuary
Ramsar and Special Protection Area (SPA),
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Strategy 47 –
Nature Conservation
and Geology continued

intertidal and saltmarsh habitats, aquatic/marine
invertebrates, fish (freshwater and migratory)
and birds (including Exe Estuary SPA and
Ramsar qualifying species) from habitat
creation.
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8. Monitoring
Following implementation of the Scheme, careful monitoring and assessment of the
longer-term evolution of the Lower Otter estuary is recommended for several years
post-construction; to assess the dynamic hydrological and geomorphological
influences. The monitoring will also be used to assess changing public safety risks. It
is likely that some continued monitoring and small ad-hoc maintenance of the public
footpath and publicly used areas, by EDDC, will also take place.

9. Conclusion
The Scheme is likely to give rise to largely positive potential impacts on the OUV of
the WHS and its setting and the regulatory and policy context intended to protect and
enhance the WHS.
In re-connecting the River Otter with it’s natural estuarine floodplain to create
compensatory intertidal habitat and thereby restoring the tidal prism of the estuary
close to its natural volume, the Scheme will significantly increase the volume and
velocity of tidal flows in and out of the river channel at the mouth of the estuary (in
the short-term). These flows are likely to cause significant erosion, through natural
processes, of the back face and distal end of the shingle bar on the western side
(which forms part of GCR 1837) and increased rates of erosion and undercutting of
the base of the sandstone cliffs on the eastern side of the estuary mouth (which
forms part of GCR 813). The estuary mouth and inner channels will likely
significantly widen and deepen through this process.
The relatively rapid erosional changes expected, in the short term (first year), would
cause unacceptable increase in risk of damage to the existing SWW pipe in the
mouth and shingle bar with consequent pollution of the environment. The age and
condition of the pipe, alongside the desire to restore the Lower river otter, have led to
the development of a project between the EA and SWW to install a new pipeline
below the estuary, making the existing pipe redundant and removing any risk
associated with damage to and pollution from to the existing SWW. The new pipeline
is to be developed and installed by SWW, separate to this planning application.
In the medium to long term (beyond one-year post Scheme breach), the rapid
erosional changes are expected to reduce as the estuary system reaches a quasiequilibrium state. Where velocities at the mouth are expected to reduce and
channels have evolved to be wider and deeper. There is significant sediment
redistribution and change expected initially, which also settles as the system evolves
beyond the first year. Overall sediment and material are not expected to be lost from
the system. Existing shoreline processes are not expected to be significantly
affected. Adjacent areas to the WHS and estuary areas within the WHS will likely
see enhancements to geodiversity and biodiversity as existing habitats evolve and
new habitats are established.
It is expected that sea level rise (linked to climate change) will increase the rate of
cliff erosion at the western end of Budleigh Salterton beach, and therefore increase
the sediment input to the beach system. As a result, the shingle bar is likely to be
subject to future accretion, although temporary disturbance from storms may
occasionally give rise to localised changes to the form of the beach and shingle bar.
The Scheme is expected to have a positive residual impact on the experiential
setting of the WHS adjacent to the Otter estuary as the naturalisation of the
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estuarine floodplain will increasingly restore and enhance the natural beauty, quality
and local distinctiveness of the landscape character and visual amenity of the Lower
Otter valley which forms the landward setting of the WHS at this location. The
Scheme will restore the Lower Otter estuary and floodplain to a condition more
closely resembling its natural, historical form, reducing the long-term maintenance
and operation in the area. This will create a more natural self-stabilising coastal
system that will avoid or reduce the future need for artificial coastal defences to
protect the area inland and within the setting of the WHS at this location. This will
have a long-term beneficial impact on the conservation and enhancement of the
OUV of the WHS at a local level.
The Scheme is expected to comply or otherwise not give rise to any substantive noncompliance with WHS Management Plan policies and Local Plan policies.
It is important to note that, if the Scheme was not implemented, sea level rise and
more frequent extreme fluvial events driven by climate change are expected to
increase the risks of breaching the existing embankments and inundating the
estuarine floodplain. The condition of the embankments is poor in places and is
expected to deteriorate further in the future. The potential uncontrolled breaches
could enable a greater tidal prism and generate increased tidal flows at the lower
estuary and mouth, potentially leading to similar erosional changes as the Scheme.
In doing so existing footpaths, accesses, South Farm Road and other public areas
would be cut off or damaged.
In conclusion, it is considered that the positive wider impacts of the Scheme
implementation on the WHS and GCR 1837 are likely to be of greater benefit to the
WHS than would be the case if the Scheme was not implemented.
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11. Abbreviations
AONB

Area of Outstanding Natural Beauty

CPA

Coastal Preservation Area

DCC

Devon County Council

EA

Environment Agency

EDAONB

East Devon Area of Outstanding Natural Beauty

EDDC

East Devon District Council

EIA

Environmental Impact Assessment

ES

Environmental Statement

FRA

Flood Risk Assessment

GCR

Geological Conservation Review

HAT

Highest Astronomical Tide

LiDAR

Light Detection and Ranging

OUV

Outstanding Universal Value

MCZ

Marine Conservation Zones

NPPF

National Planning Policy Framework

NPPG

National Planning Policy Guidance

PAC

Partnership Advisory Committee

SPA

Special Protection Area

SSSIs

Site of Special Scientific Interest

SWW

South West Water

WHS

World Heritage Site

ZTV

Zone of Theoretical Visibility
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